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parking? Not anytime soon

Engineers, Inc. $41,200 to analyze
parking and traffic patterns and
submit recommendations for
improvement. Walker gave the
University its report last month,
and it called for paid parking on all
the upper campus lots - as much
as $180 per calendar year.
any time soon.
Three open forums on the
board of trustee's buildings recommendations were held earlier
grounds committee gave vice this month, but were sparsely
· t of business and finance, attended by students.
:...-_.111r11 J. Spanier, Ph.D., their
Instead of paid parking, there
seal of approval to go ahead will be a consolidation of all the
recommendations given to lots. SG president G. Scott
inareportcompiled by various Markland was happy about this.
"I think we
will see a better
system
of
"I think we will see a parking next
better system of
year,"
said
Markland.
parking (next year)."
Markland
-G. Scott Markland
us report
believes the lot
the faculty
consolidation
esident,
will ease up on
· ied Staff Advisory Council, traffic and improve the ability to
fessional Staff Advisory find a parking space.
ii, University Building and
Spanier put down the idea of
Committee, Parking and paid parking in a May 15 memo to
fie
Advisory/Appeals the boardoftrustee's buildings and
mittee
and
Student groundscommitteesaying, "While
cnunent
some adjustment in permit fees is
Improving the parking at Wright appropriate, implementation of the
has been the main concern for recommendation advanced by
ofgroups-especially SG
since the University paid
aee "Parking"
er Parking Consultants/
continued on page 16

The following are the
recommendations submit
ted to Edward J. Spanier,
vice president of business
and finance, from the Fac
ulty President, Classified
Staff Advisory Council,
Professional Staff Advi
sory Council, University
Building and Grounds
Committee, Parking and
Traffic Advisory/Appeals
Committee and Student
Government:
Edward J. Spanier
G. SCott Markland
•Provide accessible parking in the upper campus lots for parkers with disabilities.
•Consolidate parking zones F, S, and B.
•Reduce the current fine structure and provide for stricter enforcement
•Increase the efficiency of the shuttle bus system by adding at least one bus.
•Eliminate all reserved and exclusive parking after 5 p.m. and on weekends. These spaces should be
free or available at fee-reduced rates at the times noted.
•Reject the concept of gated, card access lots as infeasible.
•Implement the proposed Loop Road on the western boundary of the central campus to increase
pedestrian safety.
•Continue to study the feasibility of a parking garage.
•Limit the number of permits sold to one per space. Carefully monitor parking activity before
overselling lots.
•Reduce parking demand by encouraging ride sharing and alternative forms of transportation
•Determine the objective of parking meters on campus. Establish meter time limits and fees in
accordance with the objective. (Considerable confusion exists in parkers' minds about whether meters
are primarily a source of revenue or a parking management tool.)
•Increase the number of pay-as-you-go spaces in visitor lot parking.
•Reject the proposed entrance roadway connection to campus from the Meijer facility. An "exit only"
roadway is acceptable.

WSU students participate in international pilgrimage
fessor wins award.
age 2]

asketball playoffs
ring.
age 12]

• 15
15

Steve McCain
Assistant News Editor
Students from Wright State
University joined with the 2,000
people who gathered for the
international Pilgrimage of Trust
at the University of Dayton last
weekend.
Dave Bolton, a Wright State
senior majoring in computer
science, attended and played host
for pilgrims from Czechoslovakia
and Hong Kong. "That was one of
the great things about the retreat.
Most of the people were hosted b)
people living in the Dayton area,"
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Forman, a Czechoslovakian from variety of denominations from
Bolton said.
He went on to explain the Prague, who made the trans around the world. "They're really
gathering
as
"an Atlantic pilgrimage last week to not pushing anything onto people,"
interdenominational Christian stay with Bolton. Luke Li, a Hong hesaid. 'They'renotttyingtocreate
an organization,
event,"
which
they're just ttying
included people of all
to
promote
religions, races and
"Sleeping in bunk beds and kicking the harmony."
cultures. Sponsoring
The harmony
the pilgrimage was
bottom of the bed above us."-Dave Bolton
being
sought,
The
Taize
Bolton
said,
is
Brotherhood, a group
between
people,
of French monks who
planned the gathering in response Kong native now living in cultures an<i;religions.
to an invitation from the University Washington D.C., also stayed with
And besides the religious
t,f Dayton's Marianist Brothers.
Bolton through the weekend.
encounter, Bolton said a great deal
Friday, May 22, ~ w the first
an Catholic, Bolton said
AQ
II day of the pilgrir e. F 1day
aee "Retreat"
-rn; .. ~·s message which
continued on page 16
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News

Doctor of comedy gives Wright State dose of fu'
Kerry K. Dugan
Special Writer
On Thursday May 21, the
1991-92 Campus Comedian ofthe
Year award recipient lectured on
campus about "Race Relations on
College Campuses." Bertice
Berry, Ph.D. of Sociology uses
comedy to address serious topics.
Berry stated that denying
prejudice exists is exactly what
allows racism to continue. She
said that college students have the
perfect opportunity to begin to
change the stereotypes that exist,
because they are in the most di
verse settings of their lives. Uni
versities have the resources that

enable people to foster change
Berry said that she would like you less white (black, red, green),
through education. "But," said
to see equal education, one that it will make you more human."
Berry, who used to be a profes
Berry, "everyone has to be edu
places emphasis on everyone's hissor at Kent
cated. Edu
State, now
cating black
tours
the
children will
not end white
"Start by questioning the stereotypes in your own mind country,
making
racism.
it won't make you less white (black, red, green}, it will
about200ap
"Stereo
make you more human." -Bertice Berry
p ear an c es
types bring us
annually .
all down,"
She has been
Berry said.
They are irrational statements that
tory, and for people to learn to featured on CNN, the Oprah
people use to make themselves
celebrate cultural differences, "not Winfrey Show, in Ebony and
feel better. She also said that the
use them to place people in certain People magazines and appears
problem with our culture is that in
levels of society." She told stu regularly in the Chicago Tribune.
order to make ourselves feel good,
dents to "start by questioning the While on campus, Berry also gave
we have to make others feel bad.
stereotypes in your own mind." To a stand-up comedy performance.
"We have to learn that different is
go out and experience new and Both the lecture and performance
good," said Berry.
different things. "It won't make were sponsored by UCB.

Budget board discusses
upcoming budget proposals

Nacole Schmitz
Special Writer
Three student organizations
approached the latest Student Bud
get Board meeting with budget pro
posals for next year.
John Stanton, Ombudsman, re
quested $12,745 for a file cabinet,
laser printer, travel expenses to the
Ombudsman national conference,
printing of an office manual and an
increase is salary as a result of
increase in tuition.
Stan ton also wants to produce a
tri-fold brochure as well as raise
his assistant to 20 hours a week.

The Guardian's business man
ager Traci Carte also approached
the board.
Carte proposed $21,764 for a
fax machine, two answering ma
chines, two conferences and two
new computer systems.
Carte also pointed out that sala
ries have increased due to an added
section manager and increased tu
ition.
The S.AF.E. proposal repre
sented by Gerry Petrak, will re
main the same as last year's re
quest at $2,860.
Petrak's request will used for
PAAL's (personal attack alarms),
promotional whistles, bookmarks,
as well as buying umbrellas and
jackets for the escorts.
The vote on the Adventurer's
Guild changing a $730 loan to a
grant was two yes, one opposed
and two were called.

New face for library

------

The Paul L. Dunbar llbrary has received four new signs which were made In the
Media services Sign Shop. According to Mike Meara of the sign shop, by making
the signs "In-house we were able to save the university a lot of money."

WWSU personalities try to save high school radio station
Monica Bucklew
Associate Writer

WWSU's Pete Zlehler.

photo by Tony Clar1wlello

We have a $100 bid for this
engine; it's worth $400 ... call in
with your bid!"
If you heard this on 98.1
WGXM-FMFriday, andthoughtit
sounded like Pete Ziehler, 106.9
WWSU disc jockey, your ears were
not deceiving you.
WWSU , represented by
business manager Stephen Harding
and Ziehler, sports staffer and disc
jockey, took over the air at
Northridge High School Friday.
Northridge was trying to raise
money to save their station from

school board budget cuts.
WWSU volunteered their time,
because it was "for a good cause,''
according to Ziehler. "Things are
(now) looking good (for the
station)."
"They raffled off everything ...
from motor oil to dog food to hair
cuts and sundaes," explained
Harding.
Listeners then called in bids,
and the disc jockeys tried to up the
bids.
Northridge was hoping that the
Wright State radio personalities, as
"semi-pros," would be able to "help
bring in listeners and promote the
radio," according to Harding.

Setting the
record straigh
II

TbeMay 14article"R
tion attempting to rem
ROTC from campus" stated
correctly what classes
sexuals were permitted ID
The article stated that ho
sexuals were permitted ID
take 100 and 200 level cl
and can not take 300 and
level classes because the
mission process begins th
should have stated that
sexuals may take all c
including 300 and 400
classes, but they can not be
missioned.
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Star Wars cancelled
David Hansen of the University Center Board has an
nounced that the screening of Star Wars at the Neon Movies for
May 29 through May 30 has been cancelled. According to
Hansen, George Lucas, in accordance with 20th Century Fox,
pulled the entire "Star Wars" trilogy from distribution for
approximately the next five years. Lucas apparently is prepar
ing for a fourth film, and the decision is a result of "Hollywood
politics."
"The news comes of late to us, and we were not able to save
our print," said Hansen. "We sincerely apologize for the change
in schedule, and we hope for your continual support."

WSU crime report

Wright State's sailing club In sall number 2 was able to remain dry as one
competitor goes Into the drink. This occurred last month at an event sponsored
by The Ohio State University.

On May 20, there were two
thefts: one in the Biological
Sciences Parking Lot and the
other on the second floor of the
Library.
Five incidents occurred on
May 19 including three cases of
criminal trespassing: two at
Nutter Center and one in Nutter
Center Parking Lot, and two
thefts: one in the casement of
Oelman Hall and the other in
Springwood Upper Parking Lot.

A theft in Allyn Hall
Parking Lot and a case of
felonious assault on Nutter
Center Service Road occurred
on May 18.

r----------------------

JOE'S PIZZA
THURSDAY, MAY 21
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SUMMER NEWSPAPER
POSITIONS OPEN
MUSIC STARTS 8:00 p.m.
RUTROW
PRODUCTIONS

presents

"A MIDSUMMER'S NIGHT'S SCREAM"
WITH

NOBODY'S
BUSINESS
WITH SPECIAL GUEST

PSYCHOLOGICAL VACATION
FRI. JUNE 12th AT GILBERT'S PARTY BARN
$3.00 INCLUDES ADMITTANCE
B.Y.0.B (No Glass)

The Guardian, Wright
State's student Newspaper,
is accepting applications for
1992-1993 managing and
editing positions. Ambitious
students willing to work as
part of The Guardian team
are encouraged to apply.
Submit your application
by June 3; employment
begins June 15. Stop in at
046 University Center for
an application and more ·
information.

Positions open for
summer employment
include:

•Managing Editor
•Business Manager
•Advertising Manager
•Graphics Manager
•Production Manager
•News Editor
•Sports Editor
•Spotlight Editor
•Chief Photographer

For additional information stop by 046 University Center or
call 873-2505 during normal business hours.
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It's time to put up or shut up
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over night, but it will happen.
I know of other people who
complain about such things as
pay
raises,
This editorial is not so much an Congressional
opinion as it is a plea. A plea to all government attempts at censorship
those people who complain that the through the National Endowment
world is a terrible pface to live, but for the Arts, and even the possible
who don't feel compelled to do overturning of Roe vs. Wade by a
something about it.
conservative Supreme Court. Y e t
Hey you, it's time for you to put these same people will not take the
your money where your mouth is. · time to cast their ballot at general
elections, saying their individual
I have several friends who fit into vote doesn't amount to anything
this category of people. When
Recentlyatalectureonracismon
engaged in serious conversations college campuses held at Wright
they'll say something like, "There is State, guest speaker Dr. Bertice
going to be nothing good left in this Berry encountered a young man
world for our children when they who expressed his dispair with a
growup."ButyeteveryFridaynight world in which two of his friends
these same friends will "support" a had just been shot while dealing
certain beer company who endorses drugs. The young man couldn't let
Bob Taft
apanheidinSouthAfricaandwhose go of his need to conform to
Guest Editorialist
subsidiary company contributes to society's "standards" of success or
his hopelessness in affecting any
the destruction of the rain forests.
I want to enlist your support as
When I question my friends kind of change in his community.
parents, teachers and students to
about the ethics in their decision to
encourage young Ohioans to cast
My point is this: it isn't enough
continue to buy from this company,
their first ballot in the elections this
they always reply, "This 6-pack I for us to point out the problems in
year.
buy won't make a difference." But it our society. We must challenge
Those citizens who will be 18
most certainly does: the 6-packs we ourselves to find solutions, or at
years old by the November 3 general
do not buy will begin to add up and least start by putting an end to the
election can take advantage of their
eventually the company will take destruction we have imposed on
rights as adults and as citizens. They
notice. It probably will not happen ourselves.
can unleash the power of their vote
in Ohio's primary election on June 2
if
they registered to vote by the May
EDITORS & MANAGERS
4
deadline.
In fact, 17-year-olds can
KEVIN KEARNEY Editor-In-Chief
TRACI CARTE Business Manager
vote in June, so long as they only
CHRISTY BOCKOVEN Advertising Manager
THOMAS J. LUCENTE, JR. News Editor
vote on candidates, not issues.
WrfilbtSt•'• Stadeat N-.p.....
WILLIAM SAUNDERS Spotlight Editor
The critical first step in the voting
GREG BILLING Sports Editor
The Guardian is an independent newspaper
TONY CIARLARIELLO Chief Photographer
printed weekly during the regular school year
process is registration. I am pleased
CRAIG BARHORST Graphics Manager
and monthly during the summer. The
STEVE GRANT Production Manager
that more than 35,000 young
newspaper is published by students of Wright
MEGAN JORGENSON Circulation Manager
State University and printed on recycled
citizens from 535 high schools in
paper. Offices are located at 046 University
ASSISTANTS & STAFF
Center, Wright State University, Dayton,
every county in Ohio took this step
CHRIS CATO Asst. Spotlight Editor
Ohio45435.
STEVE
CONKEL
Production
Asst.
this spring by registering to vote
Editorials without bylines reflect a ma.jority
SCOTT COPELAND Staff Writer
of the editorial board (editors and assistant
through the Ohio First Vote program
DAWNA COVERT Production Asst.
editors). Editorials with bylines reflect tJ:ie
WENDY COWGILL Ad Executive
opinion of the writer. Views expressed m
sponsored by my office.
DAVE HWANG Photographer
columns and cartoons are those of the writers
BRIAN KETRING Ad Executive
But voter registration is only the
and artists.
STEVE MCCAIN Asst. News Editor
<fl 1992 The Guardian
KEN PAXSON Asst. Sports Editor
first step for active citizenship.
SHANNON PRETC> Production Asst.
Informing oneself on the issues and
ERIC ROBINETTE Staff Writer
ADYERTISING POLICY
BECKY RUEF Asst. News Editor
The Guardian reserves the right to censor,
candidates
and making the time to
KATE SCHOENHERR Production Asst.
reject or disapprove of any advertising copy
JOHN STEKLI Production Asst
vote on election day are equally
in accordance with any present or future
KRISTEN STRAWSER Secretary
advertising acceptance rules established by
MARK WELLS Photographer
important
The Guardian.
Appearance of advertising in The Guardian
With over 115,000 Ohio high
ADVISERS
shou1d not be used to infer the staff supports
school students graduating each
JEFF JOHN Faculty Adviser
or condones the use of any products or
KARYN CAMPBELL Media Coordinator
services mentioned therein.
year, you can be certain that
candidates will address the issues of

Kerry Dugan
Special Writer

j,
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Ohio's future depends on first vot

The,..

Guaru1an

young adults if they are ac
voters.
How many of these young ad
will exercise the right to vote
1992? We must encourage them
to do so, for by voting this year
will take the first all-important
on a life-long journey of ac
or
citizenship.
We've often heard that toda'
young adults are apathet W
disinterested and indifferent tow fo
politics. I disagree.
As a part of the First V
program, I visited high sch
throughout the state. I found
young adults I met with, like t
older counterparts, to be conce
about the issues which affect th
directly. They are interested
concerned about the environm
ade.q uate funding for hig
education, about taxes, and a
safety in the schools and
neighborhoods.
The future of these issues,
many more, may be decided by
votes we cast on June 2
November 3 of 1992. All of
should encourage those who will
most affected by the future
young adults - to be acti
participants in our democracy.
Our future depends on it.

Bob Taft is Ohio's Secretary
State.
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Please, take
our parking

ot
ac
gad
vote
them
ear
rtant
f ac
toda
a thet
ttow
st V

'uture
e act
racy.
it.
re tar)

I am appalled by the
situation explained in Lisa
M. Webb's article in the
May 14 edition of The
Guardian entitled "Paid
parking may soon be a
reality."
As a student, I have
seen many changes in the
parking situation since
1988, when I left Wright
State, contrary to the
quote in the article stating
otherwise.
In 1988, the parking
situation was bad. There
were too many students
per parking place.
Tardiness to class was a
common problem. We
were limited to only those
places not taken by staff
or faculty.
When I returned to
WSU in 1992, I found the
following:
1) There are more
students than before, each
paying nearly 30 percent
more in tuition than when
I left.
2) There are fewer
parking places, now, with
the elimination of one (my
former f~vorite) lot in
order to erect yet another
new building (for a larger
student population), and
the reduction of.two
thirds of Allyn lot into
staff/faculty and student
resident parking, most of
which remain empty even
at peak hours (woe to the
student who should park
here!). Also, another
portion of student parking
has been eliminated by the
addition of metered

parking.
How does the staff
propose to deal with this
situation? Paid parking.
Now, not only will we
need to scramble to find a
spot, but we must also
shell out yet another $100
for the privilege! Oh, it
has not escaped my
attention that another lot
is planned, but is only
large enough to tease the
student body and then will
we also be required to pay
for those spots? Or instead
will they be divvied up
among the staff/faculty?
Finally, in response to
the anonymous quote
from "a faculty member"
at the end of the article
asking who the customers
of Wright State are, quite
frankly, we as the
"customers" may simply
opt to take our business
elsewhere, thank you very
much!
BRIAN A. HEITMAN

Refine
revenue
system
The "flat-tax" concept
is not a generic Jerry
Brown idea! While the
double-tier 13 percent
rate, by Gov. Browns'
admission, is not flawless,
instead of "shooting the
messenger," let the
American taxpayer, for
the first time, engage in a
constructive investigation
and debate on a simpler
and fairer system. Hong
Kong has a 15 percent flat
tax on individual income,

and it appears to be
working.
Federal spending cuts,
alone, cannot do the job.
Income tax rate hikes are
not needed. While
addressing the federal
deficit (approximately
$400 billion) is critical,
greatly reducing the
federal debt (in the
trillions), getting people
back to work (spreading
the tax base), achieving a
more balanced foreign
trade ratio, and putting
more capital back into the
market are equally
essential. Trade, monetary
and fiscal policies must be
linked together in lieu of
the haphazard manner in
which they have been
managed in the past.
The federal
government borrows one
dollar for every four that
it spends. The interest on
this debt is 15 percent of
all federal spending, and
is the fastest growing
segment of the federal
budget. We are speaking
of debt service only. Not
one cent goes towards
reducing the debt.
The current federal tax
code covers over 4000
pages including some 200
major personal and
business loopholes
resulting in over $350
billion in lost revenue
annually. There are over
90,000 profitable
businesses not now
paying income taxes due
to these loopholes. This
number doesn't include
the tens of thousands of
individuals also not
paying taxes. Compare
the lost revenue (-$350
billion+) with the yearly

deficit ($400 billion).
Kind of says it all!
An additional concept
that needs reexamination
is relocating the business
income tax from the
higher rate based on profit
to a much lower rate, say
4 percent, on gross
revenue, gradually
reducing, pegged on the
financial needs of the
country such as paying off
the federal debt and
deficit. This concept, if
adopted, would be spread
out over, say, three to five
years.
The ideal taxing system
would have six principles:
taxes would produce only
that revenue that is
necessary for the
government to function
efficiently and effectively,
treats all in a fair manner,
offers the least discomfort
for the greatest number of
taxpayers, offers the least
amount of complications,
encourages savings and
development of equity in
the private market,
promotes economic
growth, and encourages
business decisions be
based on economics, and
not tax gimmicks. Our
present system fails in all

of the above.
Erstwhile opponents to
true tax reform will come
to realize, in the long run,
these reforms can aid in
building a stronger and
expanding economy
where all can benefit, and
not just a few as has been
the case.
The "special interests"
lobbyist's must be chased
from the halls of congress,
and we citizens must end
the demand that our
representatives keep
"bringing home the
bacon." Only you can
give them that message.
While critics may
attack Gov. Browns'
message, let those that can
attest that the system we
now have is fair, equitable
and adequate to meet our
needs stand up and defend
it.
We cannot have true
spending reform without
refining our revenue
system.
Come on America, take
back your country and the
future r0r you and your
children. Let the
candidates hear your
voice.
R. DAN RITCHIE

WHAT'S ON YOUR MIND?
Share your opinion with
the
Wright
State
community by writing a
letter to the editor and
addressing it to:
The Guardian-letters
046 University Center
Dayton, Ohio 45435

name, telephone number
and class standing.
Libelous or offensive
letters will be rejected, as
will letters that request
money from readers.
The Guardian reserves
the right to reject letters
dealing with theological
Letters should be under arguments or letters which
400 words and include a make allegations that
signature, printed full cannot be proven.
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Professor
receives
award
Monica Bucklew
Associate Writer
A~istantProfessor ofElectrical
Engineering Dr. William Carl
Eppers, Jr. has been named the
1992 winner of the Pioneer Award
for his contributions to the
development ofgas lasers and their
military applications. Eppers
developed innovative new areas
such as high powered gas lasers,
laser countermeasures and Space
LaserCommunications,along with
his colleagues.
The Pioneer Award is given at
least twenty years after the
development of aerospace
technology or electronic systems,
so the historical significance may
be evaluated. The principal
standard for being an award winner
is that one must have "contributed
significantly to bringing into being
systems that are in existence,"
according to the Pioneer Awards
Committee.
Theaward,establishedin 1949,
is given by the Aerospace and
Elecuonic Systems Society. The
.AESS considers honoring
contributing individuals and
recalling their achievements a key
function of their organization.
Recognition has been no
stranger to Eppers. Recognized as
a Miami Valley area outstanding
engineer in 1972, Eppers has been
named for several other awards
and was decorated in 1985 by the
Air Force for exceptional civilian
service.
Prior to coming to Wright State
in 1985, Eppers served in the Air
Force in several different

departments. He has also written
or contributed to nearly 30 technical
papers and presentations. Recent
work has included fiber optic
transmission of microwave
modulated lasers.
In addition to all his technical
contributions, Eppers has worked
to both "humanize" the scientist
and introduce the humanist to more
ofthe science world. 'Theengineer
must send with greater clarity, and
the non-scientist must equip
himself with a receiver capable of
tuning to the engineer's frequency.
Scientific courses are required for
most humanities students, but the
curricula content is seldom in
excess of [eighteen hour and) fail
to truly acquaint the humanist with
the language ofscience," explained
Eppers in a column of an area
professional magazine.

News
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WSU's Nutter Center implements
a new admittance policy for users
Becky Ruef
Assistant News Editor

allows a student to bring in a
guest for free.
The change in policy was
prompted, according to Oddy
by "the total abuse of the privi
lege by a lot of unauthorized
people using the facility."
The new policy states that
authorized users may exercise
the privilege of bringing guests
to the venue. A $2 users charge
must be paid by all guests. The
$2 users fee, according to Oddy,
"will help maintain the weight
room equipment."
Guests must show a picture
identification card, sign the
guest log sheet and their social
security number will also be
recorded.

ther enjoyment of the venue.
If an authorized user (student,
faculty and staff) forgets to bring a
photo ID card, they can still gain
access to the Nutter Center if their
name is in the computerized records
management system at the guest
services in the Nutter Center.
Oddy said, "We have had some
vandalism." He listed some ex
amples that includes: stolen signs,
broken doors and unauthorized
people using university equipment
Assistant facilities director of
theNutterCenter,Jeffrey M. Sakal,
said vandalism is"notamajorprob
lem." He said they do have some
vandalism from time to time.
According to Oddy, the current
policy for admittance into the venue

The Nutter Center has made a
new policy concerning admittance
to the academic building.
As of July 20 those individu
als using the academic building of
the Nutter Center are required to
show their university photo iden
tification card to be able to get
into the venue.
According to the director of
the Nutter Center, Thomas Oddy,
this change of policy will better
the safety of the Nutter Center,
help reduce vandalism, provide
the university with the opportu
nity to increase participation in
programmingandprovideforfur-

BEA

Teachers hove the power
to woke up young minds
to moke adifference.
Reach for that power.

Be ATeacher

To find out how
to become a
teacher, call

HERO

-

1-800-45-TEACH,

Reu111tmg New leochen, Inc.

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

SUMMER
HELP WANTED
Positions include marketing, customer service and sales.
• 9.00 starting pay and Advancement opportunities
• No door to door or telemarketing involved.
• Training is provided
• Excellent resume builder

For more info and Application Times call immediately.

463-7524

YOGURT • DELI • DESSERTS

1067 Kauffman Ave.
Skyway Plaza
879-7222

10%
DISCOUN'f
WITH
WSU I.D.
Now serving great
lunch combo's.
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PAGE MANOR OPTICAL .
(Near Page Manor Theatre)
Dr. f .M. Davis
0octoror~o:m.etry
MasterofC>ivmaty

• High Quality Contact Lenses at low prices
• Over 1,500 Frames on Display
• Outside Prescriptions Welcomed ·
• Next day serv:ce on most cases

• Providerformostinsurancecompanies
• Quality Seivice/Low Prices
• Professional Care.available on
weekdays, weekend exams by appt.
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Townsell & M.T.F. deliver varied Harmony
Chris Cato
AsSt. Spotlight Editor
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The underground success of
"music continues to put out
artists. Artists like Frankie
Knuckles (considered the father of
house) and Crystal Waters are
becoming more commercially
appealing, paving the way for new
talent Meet Lidell Townsell &
M.TF. (More Than Friends).
Townsell, from Chicago, was
hooked on "house" music from its
beginning. "It was about totally
being free, using the new
technology to reproduce classic
soul and using electronic gadgetry
tocome up with something totally
,"explains Lidell. "I used to
bang out at clubs like the
Wsehouse and thePowerplant and
liuen to Frankie .Knuckles spin,
mid those days influenced my style
lllCft than anything else."
In 1986,Lidell&M.T.F.joined
Club House Records owned by
Hula & K. Fingers, who produced
lhehit"Summertime" for the Fresh
Prince. The union brought the hit
single"NuNu,"abighouseanthem

Udell Townsell & M.T.F. (left to right): Siik E, LTdell Townsell and Martell. '"Nu Nu"-lng
that rocked the underground circuit,
until Mercury Records signed
Townsell.
"We were fooling around in the
studio, and Hula had been trying to
get me to sing," says Lidell. "So I
just started to hum, and this is what
came out ofit. Wecame up with the
title "Nu Nu" for no particular

reason. The whole thing came
out far left."
Good timing is also how Lidell
hooked up with singer Martell and
rapper Silk E, otherwise known as
M.T.F. Martell, a gospel singer and
a songwriter influenced by Stevie
Wonder, Martha Wash, Will
Downing and Robert Owens, who

supplies the R&B (Rhythm and
Blues) for the group. Silk E
provides the energized rap, and
that's the make up of the group.
"But a Capella is street music like
rap. A drive home edge-hard beats,
rhymes that roll off the tongue- to
the street side harmonies. We don't
do the standard a Capella ballads,"

says Silk E. Best bets on the album
are catchy, funky tunes like "Get
With You"and"AllIWant,"while
offering humanity in the title cut.
Silk E has some growing up to do
on "Dugout,'' but that will come in
time. That's in the future though.
Meanwhile, Lidell & M.T.F. can
ride with "Nu Nu".

s.

Little known and odd facts about WSU
Wiiiiam Saunders
Spotlight Editor
YES, ANOTHER
COLUMN
Since I've been the Spotlight
F.ditor here, I've been bugged by
various members ofThe Guardian
Slaff to write an article about the
Odd things on campus. After I
Clarifte~ that they were talking
about buildings and such, not the
administration, I've now decided
to give it a shot.
(Reader's note: this has
nothing to do with the fact that
I'm running short on stories this
Yieek.)
The first point of oddness can
be seen at Millett Hall. At the base

of the wheelchair ramp in front of
the buildings starts a series ofsteps
that go nowhere. Theory has it that
these once led to entrances that
had to be removed due to budget
cuts back in 1972.
Located between Allyn, Rike
and Oelman Halls is a flagpole
surrounded by a low circular wall,
the Trustee's Plaz.a. Near this
flagpole is a round grate that most
people think is a drainage grate.
Not true. It actually houses the
Founder's Fountain, a water
fountain that has not worked for at
least ten years.
Surrounding the Allyn Hall
lounge is, ofcourse, the moat. The
moat was not designed for aesthetic
appearances. Back when it was
being built, the contractor fired

twenty elves after they were caught
eating all the donuts. The elves
began to show up everyday and
biting the other worker's ankles,
then painting smiley faces on the

walls. After a week of this, the
contractor built the moat to protect
his workers. The elves were later
rounded up and make into speed
bumps.

The Amphitheater, a place of
laying out in the sun and some
musical merriment, is not what its
designers had intended. At the time
of its construction, the current
trustees decided that they wanted
to build the largest indoor theatre
in the state.
Charles "Binky" Brown, a
banker who earned his fortune
during Prohibition, decided he
would donate $30 million to see
this theatre built, as long as it was
named after his dog Wiener. After
the site was dug out and some
concrete slabs laid, "Binky" Brown
died after an army tank ran over
his nose. Construction was halted,
leaving behind the site as we know
it.
Allyn Hall, one of the oldest

buildings on campus, houses a
secret that shall now be exposed.
During its construction, the
contractor was repeatedly warned
by a catfish (not a trout as earlier
thought) that the hall was on top
ofan ancient Indian burial ground.
The warning, taken from actual
transcripts, reads:
"Anyone who occupies this
land will find their structure
haunted by unspeakable evils.
Dwellers will cry and gnash their
teeth in despair as they stand in
long lines, only to lose all of their
possessions. And any movie
starring Chevy Chase will suck
mud."
Since then, the threat has be
come fact Witness if you will, the
officesof the registrar and the bursar.
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046 University Center
Wright State University
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SUMMER JOBS
Manpower, Dayton's largest most experienced tempo
rary service, has an urgent need for students to work this
spring and summer. If you 'have office or indusrtial
skills we can put you to work! · We offer you variety,
free computer training and an opportunity to work in
Dayton's most prestigious visible companies. Gain
valuable experience and make great contacts. For more
information and an appointment, please ca~:

MANPOWER
TEMPORARY SERVICES

Repeatablllty Bonuses

for New clients
and Return Bonuses

DOWTOWN DAYTON

CENTERVILLE

224-7663

435-3768

SIDNEY

492-3756

• Pay Unexpected Bills

• Earn up to $150 per month

BEAVERCREEK TROY (Upper Miami Valley) VANDALIA

426-2668

Open: 11-2:30arn Sunday -Thursday
ll-5:00arn  Friday & Saturday

Cat11iltled., Autcphereala.
1'9 lut•t. Mfest way IO donUt Pluma

- -  HOURS _ __
Mon.  Thurs.

NOW HIRING Buxom,
Beautiful, Babes to walk
around in bikinis on our own
beach selling "tooters".

VOLLEYBALL LEAGUE FORMING NOW

~~ZJa~Il~@

890-4671

~ PLASMA ALLIANCE

Kamikaze Beach Club

DAY, EVENING, AND NIGHT
HOURS AVAILABLE.

335-5485
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GOOD AT FAIRBORN ELSA'S
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49 E. Dayton Yellow Springs Rd.

879-2827
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Far and Away is no epic, it is,
however, quite entertaining
Movie Review
Eric Robinette
Staff Writer
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WSU Accounting
Team in national finals
A team of five Wright State each team to solve an accounting
University students have been problem for a fictional firm. The
selected as one of four national firm manufactures and distrib
finalists to compete for first place utes signal flashers and thermo
in the Institute of Management stats throughout the United
Accountants Second National States.
Teams were required to con
Student Case CQmpetition June
20 in Atlanta.
ductacritical re
To make it to
assessmen t of
the
fi nals,
existing cost/
Wright Stale
pricing stan
beat teams in a
dards and find a
15-state region
solution that
by determining
would increase
profits. During
the best solution
to a manage
the finals, the
ment accounting case proposed
WSU team Will
by the IMA. Each team prepared deliver their presentation against
a 20 minute video presentation te am s fro m Rider College,
as part of the competition. The Lawrenceville, NJ .; Methodist
videotape was then submitted to College, Fayetteville, N.C.; and
the IMA and judged on content, New Mexico Highlands Univer
appropriateness of the solutions sity, Las Vegas, N .M.
proposed, clarity and style of
Each regional winner will re
presentation.
ceive $1 ,000 to help defray travel
The competition required costs to the final competition

The most notable thing about
Far and Away is that it is Ron
Howard's attempt to bring back
the epic, a genre that has unfortu
nately been absent from American
films for nearly 30 years. Every
thing aboutFar and Away seems to
say "Welcome back, epic," from
its story which takes place in a
historical era (1800s America) to
its use of 70 MM film.
For those ofyou scratching your
headsastowhat70MMmeans,I'll
explain. Most movies are shot with
film that is 35 millimeters wide, so
with Far and Away, which used
film that was twice as wide, you
have enormous images that are rich
in nuance and detail.
When such an elaborate, ex
pensive process like this is used,
one expects the film as a whole to
have as huge a scope as its imag
ery. After all, it's the way the
visually sumptuous films that in
spired this one like Lawrence of
Arabia were made.
So when Far and Away didn't
turn out to be the epic it wants to be,
I was disappointed. Nevertheless, I
walked out of the theater smiling,
because this is one of the most

purely entertaining films released
so far this year.
The plot, scripted by Bob Dol
man and based on a story by him
and Ron Howard, centers on two
Irish immigrants, Joseph Dooley
and Shannon Christie (fom Cruise
and Nicole Kidman). Dissatisfied

with life in Ireland, this unlikely
pair leaves for America where they
(no prizes for guessing) slowly fall
in love.
The basic problem with Far
and Away is that this plot is far too
thin to qualify as an epic. Epics
should make some large, philo
sophical statement that is tied to
their core story. This movie does
try to convey the idea of the little
man being neglected in America,
but it never comes through
strongly, thus robbing the film ofa
lot of potential substance.
In addition to that, the love
story is completely obvious and
sugary to boot. There's not a mo
ment when we don't know where

the plot is headed, and where
heads it's always cloying.
cessive sweetness even rubs
Howard's direction: the last
ranks as one of the most coy
moves I've ever seen.
The funny thing is that n
these faults really bothered me
much. As I watched Far and
unfold before me, all my feeli
disappointment were i;ubmerg
a feeling of pure enjoyment
took me.
This is due more than an
else to the work of Cruise
Kidman. They have such an
warm chemislry between them
they are a joy to watch . Since
are at the center of the SlOr)
almost all of the movie, that'
small praise.
The first rate film-making
big plus as well. For all its
brightness, Ron Howard's dir
never failed to keep me engr
the story. And even though
Salomon's (The Abyss, Bae
cinematography doesn' t inc
enough panoramic shots to q
for epic status, what is there is
ally stunning.
So in the end, Ron Howard·
an epic director, al least not
However, he is a master
Far and Away fails to amaze
succeeds quite nicely in pleas'
audience. That will do just fut

The hills are alive with the
sound of ... poetry?
Petreman, a WSU as
The Department of English I can," said Martin, who teaches
once again will host "Poe1ry in English althe Uni~ersity ofDayton. professor of Spanish, will i
Mitchner
has
written several of his poems about
Smith Gardens" on three
consecutive Tuesdays beginning extensively about painting, poetry " I hope to express my perce
and literary topics, including the of the world to others and in
June 2.
The poelry readings begin at work of William Shakespeare. "I process hopefully approach IOTo
truth about who we team
7 :30 p.m. , at Smith
a nd maybe even e
Gardens, in the 800 block
myself and others
of Oak wood Av e nue ,
Oakwood. Guests should
"Poetry is a way of dealing with the way," Petreman
Albrecht
bring blankets or chairs to
experience."-Elinor Benedict Pacemick will enc~00
sit on.
readings on June play~
Local authors Gary
"Many of my .
to
Mitchner, Dr. Herbert
seem to be phys1 th .
Woodward Martin, Elinor
Benedict, Dr. David Petrema~ like to experiment with language, psychological portraits
Laura Albrechl and Dr. Gary to articulate emotional and characters. My reading will.I Accor
on this theme," Albrecht said Swct
Pacemick will read from their work. intellectual responses," he said.
Pacernick, a WSU profe
Benedict and Petreman will read
On June 2, Mitchner and Martin
will read. Martin ' s poelry is lyrical on June 9 . "Poe1ry is a way of English, is interested in the fret
and focuses on a variety of themes dealing with experience," said open craftofwriting which em
writings the image of his key experi
including subjects such as cancer, Benedict, whose
AIDS , slavery , black cowboys and concentrate on the natural world His themes includeJewishne~
war. "I keep trying to capture and the family . She will read Ohio and family. "I write tocel
human emotions on paper. I want Chinese poems and poems about compelling events leadin
knowledge," he said.
to make art and to make itas well as upper Michigan.
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SU volleyball team
gns first recruits
Wright State volleyball
has added four recruits for
992 season, the first for the
'this year.
· 'ng the Raiders are Jennie
gman (Lanbertville, MI),
Parker (Canton), Britt
s (Sunbury) and Jenny
(Fostoria).
· gman, an outside hitter
captain, was a second
All-Michigan, while leading
High to second place at

r, a middle blocker, was
first-team All-Ohio and
MVPasasenior. She helped
· ey High reach the state
die last two years, winning

state in 1991. As the team captain,
she was MVP in 1991 as well as
District IV Player of the Year.
Parker finished her senior season
with 252 kills and 95 blocks while
at McKinley.
Poderys, an AU-State selec
tion from Big Walnut High, Jed
her team to the state tourney, los
ing in the finals . As a senior, the
setter was the team MVP and
named All-State.
Poderys totaled 1,135 sets and
45 kills at Sunbury during her
career.
Beaudet, a District 6 Player of
the Year as an outside hitter, was
selected to the Hopewell-London
Hall of Fame as well as District 6
and Ohio Volleyball All-Star
teams. As the captain, she was a
second-team All-Ohio while lead
ing her team to the regional finals.
She finished her senior season
with 227 digs, 38 aces and 200
kills.

photo by rony Ciarlariello

Al Unser Jr. claimed the closest lndlanapolls 500 win In the race's history May 24,
edging Scott Goodyear to take the checkered flag for his first Indy victory. Goodyear
started In the 33rd and final position, but maneuvered through the 11 crashes to
challenge Unser, who started In 12th. By winning Indy, Unser Jr. added his name to list
of Unser's who have claimed one of raclng's top prizes. His father, Al Unser Sr., and his
uncle, Bobby, have collected four and three Indy titles, respectlvely. For his Sunday
drive, Unser earned $1 mllllon.

rig ht State lacrosse team ends season in style

'e
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L

ill end

a week oflight practices,
players found the cohesion
lo
. be
physi
~p up 1.ts
st season
r traits the mtroductmn of the la

·uf team.
r.gh~~id According to WSU goalie

fpro~ Sweetman, the Raiders had
n the fret et
team unity back and

'!11

Raiders found their unity
unicating and working
'°ledler, enabling the Raid
dominate the game played in
or nearly 200 disappointed

Earlham fans.
The Raiders opened the game
Earlhamdidn'tlettheopportu
"It'sprobablythebiggestsport strong as Kroger netted a goal nity pass, finally getting on the
at Earlham," said Wendi Weimer, score just 16 seconds into the board after several attempts with a
a dedicated Quaker fan.
match. Wright State ended the score against the man-down de
WSU won the game 7-4.
first quarter up 2-0, after John fense, prompting Wright State to
"We did really well together ... Kuehnle found the hole with only call a timeout and regroup.
we were a team," said a satisfied 15 seconds remaining.
WSU opened the second quar
Mike ''Tex" Zemel, a member of
Wright State's defense held ter with another strong offensive
Earlham scoreless until almost showing. Despite the early inten
the Raider team.
Zemel was especially satisfied halftime, but a rash of penalties sity, the Raiders were denied a
with the defense as were most of created just the opening Earlham goal until late in the second quar
was looking for.
the Raiders.
ter.
''The defense is really the un
"Usually our man-down de
Kroger, ending the season as
sungheroes ... theydoagoodjot>," fense is good. It's one of our leadingscorerwith38goals,stole
said Keith Kro-=======================~ possession and
ger, a wsu la
"It's kinda sad now that the season's over. It's rushed from
crosse player.
gonna be a long summer without [lacrosse]."
deep
inside
Tue defense
-Todd Vollmer
WSU's terri
kept the number - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - tory for a score,
ofshotstoaminimum,andSweet- strong points," said Raider Mike giving the Raiders a 3-1 lead.
man provided several excellent Poeppelmeier.
With the lead the Raiders came
WSU's Sean Semler was into the second half confident,
saves. Sweetman had over 125
saves this season and, according slapped with a thirty second pen- slowing down the game but tum
to Earlham goalie Cutter, Sweet alty, giving Earlham possession. ing up the intensity.
man is the "second best goalie in AnotherWSUpenalty, thisoneon
"We were moving the ball
the league."
Jay Schwieterman, followed well, so we slowed down the
The only opponent that pre Semler's infraction sending them game," said Kuehnle.
The control allowed WSU to
sented any real challenge for the both out of the game for a minute,
Raiders was Cutter, blocking but the Raider defense held their increase the gap on the score
almost 20 shots each quarter.
ground as Kroger stole a loose board, with Poeppelmeier hitting
Without the tight defense Cut- pass and rushed down field, but a clean shot high into the goal.
ter provided, the Raiders would Erik Nordquist was called for a Earlham responded with a quick
have stomped the Quakers.
cross check.
goal when Kroger wasn't on for

the following face-off. Todd
Vollmer came back with a shot
only feet from the goal, drilling
the ball low into the net for the 5
2 WSUlead.
Wright State's sixth goal came
only seconds later as Jay
Schwieterman found Kuehnle
open on a fast break. Kuehnle
caught the spectacular cross-field
toss and slammed it through
Earlham's stunned defense.
Sensing victory, the Raiders
allowed the Quakers two fourth
quarter goals, faltering once on the
man-down defense.
The Raiders found the positive
end to the season they were seek·
ing and are already looking for
ward to next season. "It's been a
valuable experience as a rookie,
and I've had a lot of fun," said
Semler.
Semler was one of the surprise
talents this season, playing on the
first line despite his lack of expe·
rience. Also at midfield, Brad
Zent came through for the Raid
ers, when a player was injured.
"It's ·kinda sad now that the
season'sover. It's gonna bea Jong
summer without [lacrosse]," said
Vollmer.
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Basketball season keeps
o
going and going and going ..:1~1
Greg Billing
Sports Editor
Sports Column

I

1

I

I (

nals and finals are best-of-seven with this concept is all the
are best-of-seven series.
series.
That's entirely too much Postseason play is sup
especially with 16 teams.
be a reward for teamwork and
Here's my solution: tum the play, but with a large nwn
Is it just me, or does the Na
tional Basketball Association first rounds into three-game series. teams being allowed to en·
playoffs last just a little too long? After that, the semifinals should be playoff experience, the end
Sure, I enjoy watching Chicago five games, with the finals going is being damaged.
Perhaps basket\:>all and
Bulls' frequent flyer Michael Jor seven games.
By using this format, the first should take a hard look at the
dan float effortlessly through the
lane, dishing off a no-look pass to round games will be a little more ball and football playoff sy
Okay, football does let
the waiting arms of fellow team exciting. As the teams that remain
mate Scottie Pippen, who rattles alive advance further into the play teams (six division winners
offs, the longer games will be like wild card teams), but the p
the rim with a thundering dunk.
But after around 50 playoff a reward for reaching that far, help are single-elimination. There
games, things get a little old. ing a team out should they have an tomorrow for the teams that .
off game.
game. Now that makes forex :
That's right, 50.
Also, limit the numberof teams action knowing your fai
During the 1991 playoffs, the
NBA led the four
team's
se as
major profes
hinges on just
"Postseason play is supposed to be a game.
sional sports with
the longest drives
Baseball ·
reward for teamwork and great play."
to the champion
other goode
ship with 53 games played.
reaching the playoffs. What's the of how the playoffs should h
The NBA was followed by the point of having a regular season if
Only four teams are let i
National Hockey League with 50 all you do is let in half the league? postseason, making it that
games, while baseball and football
Okay, I know the answer ofthat sweeter when your favorite
both have around 20 games.
-money.
reaches the playoffs.
Because baseball and football
But ifhalfofthe league is going
Even though the teams
playoffs are shorter, they enable to be allowed into the playoffs, seven-game series in the clil
the fan to become more involved why notjusthold a lottery and let in championships, the gamei
since they are not drawn out like those teams whose names have exciting since only two teams
those of basketball and hockey.
been drawn.
a chance of advancing in
What I want to know is, why do
Or better yet, let in the top two World Series.
basketball and hockey last so long? teams from each division and cut
And once the teams r
In both sports, 16 teams are the number of teams in half from World Series, hopefully
allowed into the playoffs picture. It 16 to eight. This should make the seven games will be played. B
wouldn't be so bad if the teams regular season a little more inter dragging out the postseason,
played three games before advanc esting and enjoyable.
ball fans are willing to watch
ing, but they all have the chance to
The same goes for hockey. The games of a championship
go at least five long, drawn out NHL plays two rounds before the leaving their thirst quench
photo by Paul Chapman games.
conference championship teams another year  unlike bask
Dayton's AHredrlck Hughes (21) hopes to key the Wings'
Thefirstroundseriesarebestof are decided, then they play for the and hockey where fans
._a_tt_ac_k_a_s_t_he-=-y_h_ost_F_l_
orl_d_a_ M_a..=.y_2_7_at_the
_ N
_utt_e_r_Ce_n_t_e_r._ _J five, while the conference semifi- Stanley Cup. A major problem drowned in playoff action.
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VVC>RLD C L A S S
PRICES • SERVICE • QUALITY

ALL FACTORY REBATES PLUS
THESE DISCOUNTS
• COLLEGE GRADUATION PROGRAM $500
• FIRST TIME BUYER $400
•ACTIVE DUTY MILITARY $400
See Dealer for details, incentives and rebates on
make and model of vehicle purchased.

Mi:tib'·'*fll

JACK___~

ICtisrmble

HUELSMAN
AUTO MALL
Gee .

1001 N. Broad Street
Fairborn, Ohio 45324

(513) 878-3471

MONDAY -THURSDAY
7:00  9:00 pm

ALLVOU
$15 CAN
BOWL
FRIDAY -SATURDAY
9:00  11 :00 pm

ALLVOU
$20 CAN
BOWL
SPECIALS ON DRAFT BEER

~COMPLETE
~
PROSHOP

•£AV£1t·VU BOWL
1238 N FAIRFIELD ROAD BEAVERCREEK - E. Of' DAYTON
LOUNGE AND SNACI< BAR

426-6771

3 months

$99

OPEN24HOU
CALL 436-244
8957 Kingsrid
Behind the Dayto
Centerville, 0
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Hosting~ tournament buoys WSU tennis club to victory

g

Paxson
• ''8slstant Sports Editor
(en

is all the
series.

from the Wright State wheelchair
Wright State collected two took part in the tournament, but
tennis club team.
second-place finishes as Cox and they failed to perform as well as
"The tournament came off re Jphn Gould dropped matches in their teammates.
.
ally well," said Cox. "I wanted to the finals.
Andy Krieger, an advisor for
bring tennis to the area because
Cox lost in the A division, the Wright State wheelchair tennis
there really wasn't any other tour
while Gould fell in the finals of the club team, was encouraged by the
neys in Ohio. I thought ii would be C division.
success of the tournament.
really neat to
Krieger
have a tourna
is particularly
ment here."
excited about
wanted to bring tennis to the area
Not only
the prospects
did the Raid
for
the wheel
because there really weren't any other tourneys in
ers host the
chair athletes
Ohio. I thought it would be really neat to have a
tournament,
at
Wright
tournament here." -Todd Cox
they almost
State.
..We have
dominated it.
a preuy com
Wright
State placed first or second in four
Larry Miller won the battle of petitive team, and there's room for
of the five divisions.
Wright State players by defeating everybody," said Krieger.
In the open quad division , Jim Munson for first place in the D
"What I like most about it is
Wright State's Steve Paxon placed division.
that anyone can start at any level."
first with a victory in the finals over
"A player can start at the lowest
Three other players partici
a player from Southern Illinois pated for Wright State as Matt level and be competitive before he
University.
Reis, Ed Curtis and Kent Waltz moves up. You don't have to be a

"I

Coxalsoobtained the use of the
,ft_..-.ity tennis courts from the
and recreation department of
city of Miamisburg.
The tournament was a big suc
as it drew 36 players from
the country and 10 players

.~~~~n

SOCIETY BANK

' --stn?

s are leti

Part-time positions
available in our
•
Check Processing Department.
the teams
Benefits include:
in the di
Tuition Reimbursement *
vancing in *Paid Vacation and Holidays*
* Flexible Scheduling *
teams re.a;

·"
2812 Colonel Glenn Hwy Next to Chi-Chi's

·ng it th~t
r>Ur favonte
ffs.

427-3338

*

opefully
beplayed.B

postseason,
ngtowatch
unpionship
· st quench
unlike bask
here fans
off action.

Hours are approximately:
Monday through Friday, 3-9 pm
Saturday 12 pm - 5 pm

you have any questions concerning these
!Sitions, contact Ed or Julie Monday through
"day, noon to 7pm at 226-6242.

99
24HOU
436-244

10pack Embossed

$7.95

Caps&Gowns
Bachelors

$16.95
Masters & Doctors
(includes tassle hood) $33.95
(includes tassle & collar)

Positions average between 15 - 20 hours per
.____ __.. week, working 3 days per week. We offer a
competitive salary and an 8 percent Shift
mium with potential for increases based on
productivity and quality of work.

nths

Graduation Announcements

You may complete an Employment
Application Monday.- Friday from
11 :00 a.m. to 1:00 pm or send your
resume to:

SOCIETY BANK NA
Human Resources
34 North Main St.
Dayton, Ohio 45402
EM/F/H/V

&

We also stock Great Graduation Gifts - Cross
Pens, Picture Frames, Wright State Clothing,
Mugs & Keepsakes.
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super athlete to play."
The tournament was a good
confidence builder for all of the
Wright State athletes, and Cox sees
the team's upcoming tournament
as an excellent gauge of how good
the Wright State players are.
"We've got someone who is
competitive in every division,"
said Cox. "As of now we're taking
12 people to the tournament in
Nashville, and that's a big group.
"The three-day tournament is a
little bigger, and the competition
will be beuer in most of the divi
sions."
Three tournaments will test the
Raiders in the next few months.
Wright State's first trip will be
at Nashville June 5-7.
After that trip, Wright State
will auend tournaments in Cleve
land July 24 and Grand Rapids
August 16.

BEA
HERO
Be ATeacher

Teachers have the power
to wake up young minds
to make adifference.
Reach for that power.
Be ateacher. Be ahero.

To find out how
to become a
teacher, call
1-800-45-TEACH
m!J Recruiting New Te{](he11, Inc.
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I IC PERSONALS

Heading for EUROPE this summer? Jet

Womens: Professional, casual, maternity,
4-1 o. some petite. Mens: Suits(38-40),
sweaters. Infants-toddlers, 36 Telford,
Oakwood Sat., May 30 from 9-3.

there anytime for $169 for the East Coast,
$229 for the Midwest (when available) with
AIRHrTCHI (Reported in let's Gol & NY
Times.) AIRHITCH® 212-864-2000.

I~ HELP WANTED

IB RENT/ HOME
I

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT -

fisheries. Eam $5000+/month. Free
transportationl Room & Board! OVer 8,000
openings. Male or Female. For
employment program call 1-206-545-4155
ext.1756 .

$40,000/yrl READ BOOKS an dTV
Scripts. Fill out simple "like/don't like" form .
EASY! Fun, relaxing at home, beach,
vacations. Guaranteed paycheck. FREE
24 Hour Recording Reveals Details.
801379-2925 Copyright #OH10KEB
FEMALE & MALE STUDENTS needed to
par1icipate in Human Factors project at
$5.00/hr. Flexible scheduling: no long
term commitment required . Height &
weight and other restrictions apply. If you
are between 18 and 30 years of age and a
U.S. citizen , call Judy at 255-3432,
7:008m-4:30pm M-F (answering machine
after 4:30pm) .
Assistant Editor and Business Manager
needed for Nexus, WSU literature and fine
arts joumal. Contact Kevin Kearney at
873-2505 tor more information.
Fortune 500 company seeks aggressive
people tor direct sales and service
oppor1Unity with nexible hours. High
commissions and bonuses available. Call
878-5872 or 879-4322.

I

''

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING- Earn
$2,000+/month + world travel Holiday,
Summer and Career employment available.
No experience necessary. For
employment program call 1-206-545-4155
ext. C920.
ACTIVISTS- We need your help to circulate
petitions for politician. Term limits, no
experience necessary, flexible hours, all
areas, paid 3 times weekly. Phone 290
6587.

1'

:[

11

.._F_O_R_SA_l_E_
: _Ou_al_i_ty_u_sed_d-oth_i_ng
. -----'

Semi-autDmatic Daisy C02 pellet pistol.
Resembles a .45 Auto Colt pistol. Great for
par1ies. Contact U 138.

comi

Classifieds

Thursday, May 28, 1992

Student House for rent 3 large bedrooms,
furnished, washer, dryer, smoke alarms.
licensed 4-6, near UD, 20 min. from WSU
294-2213.
2 nice bedrooms condominium, walking
distance to WSU including all appliances in
Cimarron Woods, $580/month, Call 435
0918.

IEl SERVICES
WORD PROCESSING . laser printed
research papers, resumes , C.V.'s. Medical
terminology. Rush jobs okay. Delivery
available. 767-1050.

e

SERVICES

ABET WORDPROCESSING. Specializing
in academic manuscripts and formats
(APA). Resume service, correspondence.
Reduced student rates plus 20% first visit
discount. Rush jobs. 429-2475.

The Night Plaa:To Be

1155 BROWN STREET• DAYTON, OH 4S40CJ
228-SOSS

A BETTER RESUME You have a big
investment in your education. Don't blow it
with a do-it-yourself resume. As a former
personnel manager, 111 write a laser-printed
resume that will get your anention and
respect! I'll tell you how to reach your
employers and what to say. High quality.
Low price. Student discount. Free
Interview. Steve Coleman. A BETTER
RESUME. 278-3242
A TOUCH OF CLASS - TYPING SERVICE.
Term papers, reports, etc. No job too
large/small. Drafts or finals prepared. 24
hour service upon request. Competitive
prices. 864-1374.

Courtyard ~pt§.
4. NOW LEASING ...
~

e

SIGN UP NOW

Tell that soon to be
graduate that you'
happy for them. u--the form below and
send a Graduation Classiti

FO~ FAL.L.

• 5·UMM~2 RfNTAL OPilONAL.

e

Gl'OUP HOME5; 2-6 ST"U.DEN'lS
• I o~ z 51U1'eNT APT5.
-...• ...,....~""". LOW ~A'TE~ FUFlNISHEP
9 P/kt.Y SY M0~1'H~ ol!! QUAIZTlSR

I

.....-i......

+ ~160. ~~ ~r Ptll,OH
~ 5-rJJPEWi MINIMUM

'fl,111e:

224·3022 orz93·929'

0
R
E

--i

Name (last, first, middle)._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---1
Date_ _ _ _ _ Address._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

---i

City_ _ _ _ _ State_ _ _ _ Zip_ _ _ _ _____,
Home phone __________ _ _ _ __ _,

•RATES

o $2 first 25 words I $1 each additional 25 words
o $2 for each use of any of the following symbols
l5 -PEACE SIGN

/l:JJ -PEN IN HAND

*-STAR
~CAP
Please write name of symbol in parenthesis when
ordering a symbol.

Write the ad as you wish it to appear in print.

c
y

c
L
E

OFFICE USE Amount$_ _ __
Payment o Check {Check #_ _---1> o Cash
Received By
The Guardian • 94' Unlnnlty Center• Wrlpt Stat• Unl•tnlty • Da;rton, Ohio 45435 • Phont 973

DROP THIS FORM OFF AT THE GUARDIAN OFFIC
(046 UNIVERSITY CENfER) .
GRADUATION CLASSIFIEDS MUST BE RECEIVED
FRIDAY MAY 29th AT 3:00pm.

--.....o....:i

Comic redacted due to copyright

Comic redacted due
to copyright

Comic redacted due to copyright
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''Parking'' New Student Government reps electe
continued from
page 1

School ofMedicine and School ofNursing elect SG representatives in special election

Walker is not appropriate at this
time."

Spanier noted that therehas not
been an increase in parking fees
since 1983.
Consolidation ofthe lots would
mean the removal of reserved
spaces or"A" spaces. Instead there
will be an "A" lot that will only be
closed to general parking from 6:30
a.m to 5 p.m. on weekdays.
The same would apply to
student employee lots or "B" lots,
faculty "F' lots and staff "S" lots.
Since the revenue that would
have been raised from paid parking
would have been used to purchase
a new shuttle bus, the University
has decided on another way to raise
the money - raise tuition.
According to Markland, everyone's
tuition will probably be raised $2
$3. Faculty and staff will also be
required to contribute an equal
amount but Markland said the
process of doing that has yet to be
determined. Spanier said a new
shuttle bus will cost approximately
$100,000 a year to operate. The
results ofthe Walkerreponand the
cost of it has come under fire from
various quarters.

Monica Bucklew
Associate Writer
New studentgovernmentas
sembly representatives for the
School of Medicine and School
of Nursing have been elected.
Elizabeth Berry, running un
opposed, was elected to repre
sent the School of Nursing.
Sonia Lott, completing her first
year in the School of Medicine,
defeated Holly Musgrove and
will represent the School of
Medicine.
The representatives will
serve on the student government
assembly, the legislative and
voting body of student govern

during the winter quanerelections.
"The School of Medicine had fi
nals during the regular elections,
so they were basically swamped.
For
the
School of
Nursing,
g 0 v e r n - "Your representative is who you
there were
ment," explained Scott go to if you have a complaint or a several
G. Mark
problem with student government." candidates
that turned
land, S.G
-G. Scott Markland
out to be
president.
ineligible,
Terms
because
will begin in
the fall. Lott will replace Tom they weren't in the school offi
Dalagiannis and Berry will replace cially yet," explained Kristen
Sands.
Lisa Yates.
Sands, election commissioner,
Special elections were held be
was
appointed by SG, so the elec
cause no candidates were available

ment The assembly is comprised
of a representative from each col
lege. "Your representative is who
you go to if you have a complaint
or a problem
with student

lions could be held in an impar.
tial fashion.
Sands was disappointed by
the turnout "Most of the School
of Nursing seemed disinter....
ested," said Sands. Only 35
students voted in the School of
Nursing election.
Sands said students were
given ample time to -.:ote. Elec·
tions "were held on the fourth
floor of Allyn in front of the
nursing school ... it seemed like
a good location," said Sands.
Turnout for the School of
Medicine was acceptable ac.
cording to Sands. Almost haK
of the first year medical Stu·
dents voted.

~-----

WRIGHT
STATE GRADUATE
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"Retreat"

DECREASE

continued from
page1

was learned just by interacting with
people from other cultures. "And it
wasn't just seeing the differences in
our experiences, but the similarities
too ,"hesaid.Citingoneexampleof
a simple common denominator, he
talked about "sleeping in bunk beds
and kicking the bottom of the bed
above us."
But he said the differences in
their experiences were equally
interesting. A priest in the Czeck's
parish recently admitted to working .
for the former Communist's secret
service. "He (the priest) asked for t:=-;::
forgiveness," Boltonsaid."Wecan't
even imagine that happening here."
Although many of the pilgrims
have already left the area for their
homes located around the world,
Bolton said the pilgrimage is not
over. He said the Taize's message
was one of reconciliation. The
message in the words of Taize
Brother Roger's words is: "And one
day we will come to understand that
for the gospel, forgiveness and
reconciliation are miracles in our
lives. Forgiveness is the extreme of
loving." Bolton said the plan is for
the pilgrims to continue the message
by taking it back home with them
and to live it
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I Oldsmobile
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THE POWER OF INTELLIGENT ENGINEERING

.,.....Ladles Night
Every Wednesday

,#

Men's Night
Every Thursday

228-8060

2 CUTLASS SUPREME
CONVERTIBLES
AVAILABLE NOW...
HURRY! DON'T MISS
THE GREAT DEAL ON
THIS LIMITED
AUTOMOBILE!

THE FUN AND
ADVENTURE PLACE
613 E. Fifth St.
Dayton

..

